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The starred (*) readings are required. The non-starred are recommended but not required. Later I will assign students to present empirical papers, which may include some of the currently non-starred readings; if a reading is assigned for a student presentation, it will become required.

The readings that are available online are indicated below. The electronic version of this list has links; for many articles you must be at a computer in the Columbia domain (or using the appropriate proxy server) to access them.

0 BACKGROUND/GENERAL REFERENCES


1 INTRODUCTION


2 EMPIRICAL METHODS AND METHODOLOGICAL DEBATES


3 Credit Constraints


4 More on Contracting: Reputations, Networks, Control Rights


5 Labor Markets


6 Learning and Technology Adoption


7 Industry Dynamics and Productivity


8 Trade and Productivity


9 Trade, Quality, Inputs, Wages


10 Misallocation


11 Industrial Policy and its Discontents


